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True intraoperative magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)-guided neurosurgical robotic
procedure could be achieved with a robust neurosurgical robotic system that not only
satisfies the high magnetic field and geometric restriction imposed by the MR environment
but also the high safety and accuracy standard in a neurosurgical procedure. This paper
identifies three key challenges in the development of MRI-compatible neurosurgical
robotic system, discusses the limitation of current approaches, and provides insights
towards possible methods based on the latest research outcomes. Challenges that have
been identified include materials for various neurosurgical robot components, actuators
that provide sufficient resolution and suitable for head-mounted system, and sensors that
can be integrated into a flexible millimeter-scale neurosurgical robotic instrument for
shape and force sensing. Advancement in 3-dimensional (3D) printing technology,
implementation of hybrid, Bowden cable-based, and magnetic actuation, and better
integration of fiber optic sensors will be critical in overcoming the challenges and
accelerating clinical translation of MRI-compatible robotic systems in neurosurgery.
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Introduction
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) has been used for imaging human brain during
pre-, intra-, and post-operative surgical procedures, besides its critical role in the
diagnosis and prognosis of diseases. Its high spatial resolution, soft tissue contrast, and
the absence of ionizing radiation set it apart as the imaging modality of choice for
neurosurgeons [1]. In the past decade, MRI-guided neurosurgical robotic systems have
become an increasingly important research subject in the medical robotics community
[2]. The smooth integration of MRI and robots will ensure safe and precise straight
needle targeting and flexible instrument manipulation in the human brain, thus reducing
surgical risk factors and morbidity rate in the highly risky neurosurgical procedures.
However, there are many challenges in the development of an MRI-compatible
neurosurgical robotic system due to the many restrictions the MR environment poses
and the high safety and accuracy standard demanded in a neurosurgical procedure [3].
An MRI-compatible robotic system has to pose no hazardous effects, does not affect
significantly the MR image quality and does not have their operation affected by the
magnetic field and MR scanning [1]. Neurosurgical procedures such as microsurgery,
laser ablation, biopsy, and deep brain stimulation, often require submillimeter accuracy
with the help of stereotactic framed and frameless systems [3]. This main contribution
of this paper is that it identifies three key challenges from the hardware development
perspectives in terms of materials, actuators, and sensors, and critically presented the
promising solutions to overcome them.
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Previous Work
The research and development work on MRI-compatible
neurosurgical robots has been steadily increasing in the past
decade [4,5]. The first MRI-compatible neurosurgical robot
with six degrees-of-freedom (DoFs) was developed to perform
needle insertion in 1995 [6]. NeuroArm (IMRIS Inc., USA), the
first MRI-compatible neurosurgical robotic system for
microsurgery, consists of two robotic arms powered by
piezoelectric motors and is connected to a workstation that
has a haptics-enabled human-machine interface [7]. It is
compatible with an intraoperative MRI (iMRI) suite with a
movable ceiling-mounted magnet. Many research groups
have focused on developing robotic systems that can fit into
the bore of a clinical MRI scanner to achieve true intraoperative
MRI guidance. Fischer’s group at Worcester Polytechnic
Institute developed a stereotactic neurosurgical robot that is
kinematically equivalent to the Leksell stereotactic frame to
perform electrode placement for deep brain stimulation [8]
and an MRI-compatible version of the concentric tube robot
for applications including neurosurgery that requires a curved
trajectory [9]. Webster’s group developed a five degree-offreedom (DoF) pneumatically actuated active cannula for
deep brain ablation procedures [10]. Desai’s group at Georgia
Institute of Technology developed different versions of
neurosurgical robots called Minimally Invasive Neurosurgical
Robotic System (MINIR-II) for cauterization and aspiration of
deep brain tumors [11,12], as shown in figure 1a. Kwok’s
group developed a hydraulically actuated robot for bilateral
stereotactic electrode placement [13] while Stoianovici’s
group developed a pneumatic stepper motors (PneuStep)actuated remote center of motion (RCM) needle-guide robot
[14]. To date, there have been a few commercialized products
in MRI-guided neurosurgical interventions. The ClearPoint®
System (MRI Interventions, Inc., USA) has been developed to
perform MRI-guided stereotactic neurosurgery, including
brain tumor biopsy and electrode insertion [15]. Two skullmounted laser systems [15] have been developed to perform
MR-guided laser interstitial thermal therapy (MRgLITT) in
neurosurgery, including the NeuroBlate® System (Monteris
Medical, Inc., USA) and the Visualase® Thermal Therapy
System (Medtronic, Inc., USA).

Discussion on Key Challenges and
Potential Solutions
Material restriction

Restriction in the material and manufacturing choices is
one of the major challenges in the development of an MRIcompatible neurosurgical robotic system, which usually
consists of modules such as the head frame, transmission,
and robotic end effector. The skull mounted head frame has
to be lightweight and compact [16], so as to not increase
patient’s discomfort and to fit inside the bore of MRI, while
offering sufficient stiffness and stability as a stationary or
positioning platform for surgical instruments. The transmission
module is needed to connect the actuators to the surgical
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instrument on the head frame, which normally does not house
actuators due to weight restriction. It can become rather
complicated in its moving mechanism and requires both
stiffness and flexibility when used to transmit force for a
multi-DoF robot, such as the MINIR-II robot, that also
translates in and out of the brain [12], as shown in figure 1b.
This robotic end effector, which would be the closest to the
imaging region of interest (ROI), must not cause distortion to
MR images showing the surgical site.

Figure 1: (a) MINIR-II neurosurgical robotic system undergoing
cadaver test in a 3 Tesla MRI. (b) Transmission module of the MINIR-II
robotic system consisting of three 3D printed mechanisms. (c) 3D
printed flexible MINIR-II robot. (d) Bowden cable-based transmission
for the MINIR-II robot. (e) A spring segment of the MINIR-II robot with
integrated modular FBG sensor for large curvature sensing.

The materials used for the three modules of a neurosurgical
robotic system have to be non-ferromagnetic materials while
catering to different stiffness, weight, and size required for
different modules. Plastic 3-dimensional (3D) printing
techniques have provided a convenient way to prototype
these MRI-compatible components. Fused deposition
modeling (FDM) and selective laser sintering (SLS) [17] allow
the development of customized components with complex
shapes and geometries using materials with different
mechanical properties, such as impact strength, flexural
modulus, tensile strength, and high temperature resistance,
and are suitable for constructing the head frame and
transmission modules. The more high-resolution printing
techniques, including stereolithography and multi-jet
printing, allow development of dimensionally accurate robotic
end effector [18], such as the MINIR-II robot shown in figure
1c, potentially with a combination of rigid and soft materials.
The unique combination of strength, stiffness, electrical
conductivity, and polished surface finish also makes nonmagnetic metal 3D printing attractive in developing both
macro- and micro-scale components for both structural and
mechanical purposes. As 3D printing technology matures, the
development of patient specific robotic instrument developed
from the combination of plastic and metal 3D printing will
improve accuracy and safety, uniquely critical in a neurosurgical
procedure.
Actuator restriction
The actuators in an MRI-guided neurosurgical robotic
system have to not only be MRI-compatible, but also provide
sub-millimeter accuracy [19] due to the critical functions
associated to various brain regions. Electric actuators, such as
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ultrasonic and piezoelectric motors [2], can provide high
accuracy but it is found that their drivers have to be customized
[8] and placed far away from the MR bore to allow proper
functioning of the motors [12]. Shape memory alloy (SMA)
has also been used in an MRI-compatible neurosurgical robot
[18,20] but low actuation frequency, hysteretic performance,
and control precision make it difficult to be implemented
clinically in a neurosurgical procedure in the foreseeable
future. Pneumatic motors [21] and hydraulic motors are other
actuator choices for surgical tasks that require significant
forces but the concerns about fluid leakage, cavitation, long
transmission lines, and non-linear mechanical characteristics
need to be addressed [21]. While all these MRI-compatible
actuators are limited in their own ways, hybrid actuation,
Bowden cable-based actuation, and MR-based actuation
could potentially improve the pessimistic outlook of clinical
translation of MRI-compatible neurosurgical robots. Hybrid
actuation entailing multiple actuation mechanisms is
described by Guo et al. [13], where a conventional motor is
placed outside the MRI room to initiate the actuation process
in a master piston and pressurized hydraulics is used as the
transmission mechanism that connects the master and the
slave systems. PneuStep is also a hydrid motor that is
developed using pneumatics as the source of actuation and
behaves like a stepper motor [14] and has been tested to be
MRI safe. It is still relatively complex to manufacture due to
the dozens of components and materials involved [22].
Bowden cable system with the reliable electric actuators
placed a distance away is one of the most feasible actuation
mechanisms to develop MRI-compatible neurosurgical
robotic system, especially those based on skull-mounted
head frame. The Bowden Cable could be in the form of PEEK
capillary tubing [16], flat wire coil, and Loc-Line hose with
Teflon tubing, which has been attempted for the MINIR-II
robotic system [23] as shown in figure 1d. The concept has
been successfully implemented in commercial systems [15],
albeit using manual control instead of motors at the proximal
end of the Bowden cables. The ideal actuation method is to
remove the regular actuators entirely from the MR room
while using MRI itself to simultaneously localize (sense) and
propel (actuate) tetherless millimeter robots [24] in the brain
[25]. The limited access to clinical MRI scanner and proprietary
pulse sequence source codes of MRI manufacturers are
existing hurdles that have to overcome through close
interdisciplinary collaboration between academic and
industrial researchers.
Sensor restriction

Flexible robots are particularly useful for neurosurgery,
compared to other MRI-guided procedures such as prostate,
abdominal, and breast biopsy [5], to allow bending outside
the line of sight and avoid critical significant manipulation of
brain tissues. Force sensing and shape sensing are therefore
important in neurosurgery to ensure that the flexible robot is
closely monitored in terms of its positioning and interaction
relative to its surrounding. This is mainly due to the
unavailability of dynamic MR imaging at sufficiently high
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spatial and temporal resolution [26]. Currently, MRIcompatible trackers that can be placed on robotic instruments
are very limited. EndoScout® (Robin Medical, Inc, USA)
system is an MRI-safe 6-DoF electromagnetic sensor that can
be integrated with the MRI to sense the position and
orientation of its sensor based on the native gradient fields of
the MR scanner [27]. Its relatively large footprint makes it
difficult for integration into the interventional instruments for
neurosurgery. Megrez® Navigation system (Symbow Medical
Technology Co., China) is an MRI-compatible optical tracking
system based on the Polaris Spectra (Northern Digital Inc.,
Canada) infrared camera [28]. These tracking systems could
only be used for pose tracking at discrete points of a flexible
robot. Fiber optic sensor remains the MRI-compatible sensor
that would provide both shape and force information for a
neurosurgical flexible robot and must be integrated in a
clinically ready MRI-guided neurosurgical robot [29]. The
intensity modulated fiber optic sensors lacks sensitivity and
resolution besides having a relatively large fiber for integration
into millimeter and submillimeter instruments in the brain
[29]. Both wavelength-modulated Fiber Bragg grating (FBG)
sensor and phase-modulated Fabry-Perot (F-P) interferometer
sensor are reliable sensors for actively measuring shape and
force changes [29]. Besides the high cost associated with the
optical source, mounting the fibers on a flexible robot has
proven to be challenging, especially for large bending
curvature [30]. Recently, a reusable modular FBG bending
sensor consisting of micro NiTi spring and PDMS tube with
embedded fiber, as shown in figure 1e, has been developed
for a single segment of the MINIR-II robot to measure large
angular deflection [31]. The complex fabrication process and
repeatability issue still need to be addressed for its robust
integration into a neurosurgical robot.

Conclusion
Researchers are facing limitation in choices, technical
challenges and integration difficulty in the areas of material,
actuator, and sensor to satisfy the stringent requirements of
the MR environment and neurosurgery. Plastic and metal 3D
printing, hybrid, Bowden cable-based and MR actuation, and
fiber optics sensing have proven to be some of the promising
technologies to resolve the aforementioned challenges.
Collaboration among engineers, MR radiologists, and
neurosurgeons must be formed to ensure the clinical
relevance of the robotic system. MR manufacturers and
industrial partners are encouraged to get involved in and
support this research field to improve access to the MR facility
and resolve integration problems. While many other factors,
including operational costs and market demand, regulatory
and ethical issues, MR-based robot registration and navigation
issues, and computational cost for real-time image-based
control, will shape the future of MRI-guided neurosurgical
robotics, overcoming the key challenges described will prove
to be the first step towards realistically achieving clinical
translation of MRI-guided robots in neurosurgery.
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